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"It has long been an axiom
of mine that the little things

are infinitely the most
important.”

Sherlock Holmes

J.A. King sells the right measuring
equipment for you specific application,
from hand gages through optical
comparators, CMMs and vision
machines. Let our metrology detectives
solve your measurement needs.

Like the great detective, manufacturing companies know
that details are important. The smallest variation in a
part can cause big problems. It is imperative that
incoming and production parts have every facet precisely
measured to ensure their smooth integration into your
manufacturing or assembly process.

But sometimes manufacturing companies (unlike great
detectives) don’t have time to examine every detail and
need to use 3rd party inspection services. J.A. King’s
dimensional metrology laboratory can assist by
performing first article inspections, capability studies,
PPAP submissions and providing impartial, 3rd party
evaluations.

With the widest range of world class equipment to choose from, our dimensional metrologists select
the most appropriate measurement tool for the application, from CMMs and video measuring
machines to contour machines and surface roughness testers. No matter which method is selected,
we precisely measure and analyze your parts to enable you to make the best decision for your
process.

So if you don’t have the time or the tools to investigate, let J.A. King put on our deerstalker cap and
do the inspection for you. We may not be world class detectives, but we are world class
measurement professionals and measurement data is our specialty.
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"It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. Insensibly, one
begins to twist facts to suit theories, instead of theories to suit facts."

Sherlock Holmes
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